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ABSTRAK

This research entitle Thematic Progression Analysis of "Snow White and The Seven Dwarfs" In The Animated Film 1937. This study is aimed at describing the pattern of thematic progression in the film "Snow white and the seven dwarfs". There are 3 type of patterns, they are reiteration pattern, zig-zag pattern and multiple pattern.

The data of this research is "Snow white and the seven dwarfs" film. This film has 60 scenes. The researcher took 10% of them randomly that is 6 scenes. The data was taken by downloading it is transcript from internet. The technique of data analysis was watching the animated film "Snow White and The Seven Dwarfs", searching the transcript from internet, downloading the transcript, classifying in some scene, taking clauses in every scene to analysis.

The result shows that the pattern of thematic progression in "Snow White and The Seven Dwarfs" In The Animated Film 1937 are reiteration pattern and zig-zag pattern. The pattern of thematic progression mostly used in "Snow White and The Seven Dwarfs" In The Animated Film 1937 is reiteration pattern. The second prefered is zig-zag pattern.
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